Sub: On line entry of student beneficiary details under different welfare schemes

In continuation of this office Circular of even no dated 13.05.2016, wherein HOS's have been asked to enter the details of student beneficiaries covered under different welfare schemes by 15th July 2016. However, on review of the data entered it was observed that very few schools have entered the requisite data though sufficient time has been lapsed. The list of the scheme is given below:

1. Free Supply of Stationery to SC/ST/OBC/MIN
2. Merit Scholarship to SC/ST/OBC/MIN
3. Lal bahadur Shastri Scholarship
4. Scholarship to Educationally backward Minorities
5. Pre-Matric scholarship for SC Students
6. Pre-Matric Scholarship for OBC students
7. Pre-Matric Scholarship for Minority students
8. Post-Matric Scholarship for SC students(CSS)
9. Post-Matric Scholarship for OBC students (CSS)

HOS's are therefore advised to look in to the matter personally and see that the details of all eligible beneficiaries are entered immediately latest by 23.07.2016. In case if there are no beneficiaries in the above said schemes an undertaking may be submitted by the HOS's concerned and this undertaking will be utilized for replying RTI's on the subject. This may be given top priority for timely payment to beneficiaries.

(K.P.RANGARI)
DEPUTY DIRECTOR(PLG.)

Copy to:
1. PS to Secretary, Directorate of Education, GNCT of Delhi
2. PS to Director, Directorate of Education, GNCT of Delhi
3. OS(it) for placing on website

(K.P.RANGARI)
DEPUTY DIRECTOR(PLG.)